
FUNCTION
Hydrogen is THE fuel of the future! In the right composition and dosage it increases the combustion efficiency significantly from combustion

engines in use today, especially when using liquid fuels, such as MDO & HFO. In a unique combination with alkanoles / alcohols for cooling

& process acceleration FS MARINE+ achieves a real revolutionary increae in overall efficiency. Here it NOT just simply replaces i.e. diesel

fuel by gas (i.e. dual fuel), BUT directly improves the combustion process and achieves a significantly positive emission & energy balance.

1. Our FS H2GEN+ eletrolyser cracks deionised water into hydrogen & oxygen gas 

2. These gases are being used and combined and the synthgas is injected into the engine.

3. Liquid ethanol is being transformed into a gas and is being injected together with the synthgas into the engine. 

4. Additionally a water / ehtanol mix is being injected into the hot section of the turbocharger.

5.  The water/ ethanol mix is being compacted and pressed into the combustion chamber of the engine, where it shows it effects.

FS  MARINE+
OVERVIEW

 With FS MARINE+ FUELSAVE offers an innovative & sustainable solution, which reduces permanently fuel consumption and emissions of your

fleet. Our hydrogen generator & injector (patent pending) generates a proprietary synthgas that is being injected into the engine. An intelligent

control technology monitors the overall process and guarantees a perfect and secure functioning unit with the correct parameters and proces-

ses for the gasproduction & injection. FS MARINE+ effectively achieves:

At the moment the worlds first FS MARINE+ solution is being field-tested on high seas, certified & accepted by DNVGL as the worlds first onboard

hydrogen generator & injector. The first results in real-life operation are already revolutionary with significant fuel & emission savings and we

expect to further improve on these figures by fine tuning to the specific engines it is being used with and the usage profiles.

GREEN
TECHNOLOGY

Better & faster ignition
Cooler & more efficient combustion

Significantly less fuel consumption (>10%)
Significantly less emission (60-80% NOX reduction, etc.)

BENEFITS

REDUCTION IN FUEL CONSUMPTION
With an average reduction in Diesel consumption of around 10% an auxilliary diesel engine / generator (i.e. 1000kW) with an average yearly usa-

ge of 6.000 hours and around 184,25 l/h fuel comnsuption, saves around 40.461,30 USD - EVERY YEAR! With a primary drive / engine (20MW)

and an average yearly usage of 6.000 hours and around 2612,50 l/h fuel consumption. FS MARINE+ saves around 573.705,00 USD - EVERY

YEAR! Its full potential & benefits the FS MARINE+ shows when being used with primary engines & multiple auxilliary engines/ generators &

HFO. The worse the efficiency of the engine and the dirtier the fuel the more benefits & savings ( fuel & emissions) are being achieved.

  REDUCTION IN ENGINE WEAR & TEAR
The combustion process is cooler & cleaner, which reduces the overall average operating temperature of the engine. This reduces verifiably  

the engine wear & tear on all heatbearing parts of the engine (cylinder, pistons. ventiles. crankshaft etc.). For our esteemed customers, this 

means a longer possible use by achieving a lower probability of failure and problems, while reducing service & maintenance. 



 

www.fuelsave.de

ADVANTAGES
UNIQUE SOLUTION

There is no comparable solution on the market, which is able to offer similiar performance & cost savings in 

the maritime sector.

SECURITY
The FS MARINE+ is currently in the Pre-type Approval and was already accepted according to stringest 

security checks & assessment by DNVGL for real-life operation. The final Type approval is foreseen in 

2017.

SHORT AMORTIZATION PERIOD
The investment into FS MARINE+ is usually being amortized by the savings in fuel already within 3-5 

years max. Further savings potential exist through fuel costs (HFO) due to emissions reduction.

 REDUCTION OF EMISSIONS

Analog to the reduced fuel consumption also the CO2 emissions are being reduced. On top of that NOX is being reduced by up to 50% as 

well as particulate matter being reduced significantly. FS MARINE+ supports our customers to comply with the ever increasing need for 

compliance with IMO guidelines / governings and to reduce emission related operating expenses. We perform R&D for further increments 

of FS MARINE+ as emissions reduced for being used with Heavy Fuel Oils (HFO) as a revolutionary & cost-effective alternative to scrubbers 

or SCR catalyzers. 

YOUR SAVINGS PER VESSEL & PER YEAR IN USD 
WITH AN AVERAGE USE OF 6.000 HOURS PER YEAR

Engine Power  (kW) 
Consumption in l/h

10 MW 
(1842,50 l/h)

15 MW  
(2763,75 l/h)

20 MW 
(2612,50 l/h)

25 MW 
(3265,63 l/h)

30 MW 
(3918,75 l/h)

40 MW 
(5225,00 l/h)

SAVINGS in %

8 %  $323.690,40  $485.535,60  $458.964,00  $573.705,88  $688.446,00  $917.928,00 

9 %  $364.151,70  $546.227,55  $516.334,50  $645.419,11  $774.501,75  $1.032.669,00 

10 %  $404.613,00  $606.919,50  $573.705,00  $717.132,35  $860.557,50  $1.147.410,00 

11 %  $445.074,30  $667.611,45  $631.075,50  $788.845,58  $946.613,25  $1.262.151,00 

12 %  $485.535,60  $728.303,40  $688.446,00  $860.558,82  $1.032.669,00  $1.376.892,00 

Engine Power  (kW) 
Consumption in l/h

500 kW 
(92,13 l/h) 

1000 kW 
(184,25 l/h)

1500 kW 
(276,38 l/h)

2000 kW 
(368,50 l/h)

2500 kW 
(460,63 l/h)

SAVINGS in %

8 %  $16.185,40  $32.369,04  $48.554,44  $64.738,08  $80.923,48 

9 %  $18.208,57  $36.415,17  $54.623,74  $72.830,34  $91.038,91 

10 %  $20.231,75  $40.461,30  $60.693,05  $80.922,60  $101.154,35 

11 %  $22.254,92  $44.507,43  $66.762,35  $89.014,86  $111.269,78 

12 %  $24.278,10  $48.553,56  $72.831,66  $97.107,12  $121.385,22 

EXAMPLE PRIMARY DRIVE / ENGINE (2 STROKES)
*  2 stroke engines need a special direct injection into the engine via the cylinders - not via the turbocharger as in 4 stroke engines.
*  Additionally are the potential savings & benefits for the auxilliary engines which usually have on large vessels without a shaft generator 
    lots of usage hours and the savings can be seen in the table above.  Multiple of such engines are usually on board of a single vessel.
*  Flexible sales models to achieve amortization in 3 years with different sizes of vessels & engines.

*   Assumption Fuel Price:  Price per tonne Diesel - 450 USD with 1230 litres per tonne (0,366 USD per Litre) 
*   Assumption Yearly Usage:  6.000 hours with average consumption for different engine loads between 55%-85% 
*   Please Note:   Detailled simulations available after knowing the driving profile & the primary & auxilliary engine specs

EXAMPLE AUXILLIARY ENGINE (VESSEL WITH NO SHAFT GENERATOR) & PRIMARY ENGINE FOR INLAND VESSELS ( 4 STROKES) 
*  Flexible sales models to achieve amortization in 3-5 years with different sizes of vessels & engines.


